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Many scientific applications lead to large-scale eigenvalue problems, where
typically only a few eigenvalues are of interest. For such problems Krylov
methods are well suited. One of the Krylov methods called Arnoldi method
is a good iterative method for approximating a few eigenvalues of large ma-
trices. Sorensen devised an approach for the single-vector implicitly restarted
Arnoldi method [24]. Later, the implicitly restarted technique was generalized
to block Arnoldi by Lehoucq and Maschhoff [10]. The resulting method has
good convergence properties, but Lehoucq and Maschhoff must take special
care not to disturb the Hessenberg structure. In paper [6] which is about the
model reduction problem, Freund introduces an algorithm which implements
the block Arnoldi method in a vector-wise fashion, as opposed to the block-wise
construction. The vector-wise construction is preferable to the block-wise con-
struction because it greatly simplifies both the detection of necessary deflation
and the actual deflation itself.
Our main work is the development of an implicitly restarted block Arnoldi
algorithm in a vector-wise fashion to solve the large-scale eigenproblems. We
point out that the implicitly restarted technique can be combined with the
vector-wise block Arnoldi method (Theorem 3.2.2), and the method in vector-
wise fashion converges much faster than the method in block-wise fashion
(Theorem 3.2.4), since the later one must preserve the Hessenberg structure
while the former one doesn’t have this limit any more. Lastly, our numerical















method and the vector-wise fashion, it is efficient for solving the multiple
and/or clustered real eigenvalues, and it converges rather fast.
In Chapter 1, we give an overview of the background of eigenvalue prob-
lems and the research history of solving eigenvalue problems in Section 1. In
Section 2, we introduce the block Arnoldi process and the advantages and
disadvantages between block and non-block methods. In Section 3, we ex-
plain the implicitly restarted block Arnoldi method. In Chapter 2, we give
some notations and the vector-wise block Arnoldi process which is introduced
in [6]. We also give an example for better understanding of the process. In
Chapter 3 we first prove that the implicitly restarted technique can be com-
bined with the vector-wise block Arnoldi method, then we develop an im-
plicitly restarted block Arnoldi algorithm in a vector-wise fashion to solve the
large-scale eigenproblems. Lastly, we present the superiority of our vector-wise
implicitly restarted block Arnoldi method for the computation of eigenvalues,
using both the theory and numerical experiments.
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ú  ù Arnoldi(n) ú §  ö¨X ©ª« Arnoldi ¬­ (=®¯û ø
MGS ° V [20, p. 149, Algorithm 6.2]):±²
1.1.1 (Arnoldi ¬­ )
(1) ³´ 7 v1, µ¶ ‖v1‖2 = 1.
(2) For j = 1, 2, · · · , n Do:
wj := Avj
For i = 1, 2, · · · , j Do:
hij := (wj , vi)
wj := wj − hijvi
EndDo





7¸¨¥ C j ¹º ©» A ¼½ ¾ Arnoldi 7 vj ¿ wj , pÀÁ»Â G ¾ Gram-Schmidt ¬­Ã wj  0 & ¾ v1, v2, · · · , vj GHÄÅ ¸Æ£Ç ¿ ¾ 7
wj µ¶ ‖wj‖2 = 0, È ·  7ÉËÊ¥X  ¦ Ì·  ¾ ' >ÍÎÏÐ 
ÑÒ














É¸ È ¿ ¾ Ö× v1, v2, · · · , vn Ø  Krylov 89:
Kn(A, v1) = span{v1, Av1, · · · , A
n−1v1}
¾ 'Ö ÄÅ  
ÑÒ
1.1.3[20, p. 148, Proposition 6.5] Ù Vn = [v1 v2 · · · vn], ·Ú 1.1.1 7Û ·7¾ÜÝ
hij ÙÞ ¥ (n + 1)× n ßà H̄n 7¸¨47¸ %& ~á ¾âã hij äå  0.
Hn æçèé H̄n 76À ' H À ¾ ßàêÈ ¤ ¾ëÜìí ×
AVn = VnHn + hn+1,nvn+1e
T
n = Vn+1H̄n, (1)
V Tn AVn = Hn, (2)
(1)
ìî 
n ¹ Arnoldi Iï ¸ Hn ð Hessenberg ßà7êÁ »·Ú




(1) ³´ 7 v1, µ¶ ‖v1‖2 = 1.
(2)
2 !
n = 1, 2, · · ·
? ¿RS Û · ê
(2.1)
s 
n ¹ Arnoldi ¬­ ¿ n × n ¾ ð Hessenberg ßà Hn.
(2.2)
» ³ö '(÷  ø¾·Ú ÷  Hn ¾ù øúûü¾ùý  λ(n)iú
y
(n)









i . =   ¿ A ¾Oùýøúùý  λ(n)i ú x(n)i .
(2.4)
£ Ç » ( É ~0 ÷ Oø














(1) ³´ 7 v1, µ¶ ‖v1‖2 = 1.
(2)
s 
















» ³ö '(÷ ùýø¾·Ú ÷  Hn ¾ùýøúûü¾ùý  λ(n)i ú y(n)i ,
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Arnoldi
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QR
·Ú ¸ Óg L »  p v Mf ¸ È ¿h %À ¾ k ¹ Arnoldi Iï ¸ 4
 k = n− p. Sorensen ´i |j 1¾Oùýø   Mf ê 9kl
m¸ = ,  *ìnEo Ip ¸mKq0 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} ª«  Q Arnoldi ¬­~ Q * Ú  n Q * Ú¾ q JK ê C w } õÃ `ì  st » 0 Q
Arnoldi
* Ú¾ ê¥ +ë 0S \  NPO ¾ W|  [6], Freund ª«  +, 3 Bì 9Ê ¾Q
Arnoldi
* Ú ¸ û 0V| CD } ª«¾ 3Q Bì 9Ê ¾ Q Arnoldi * Ú r¸K óÍ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 ¾ ê VW CD | + 3 * ì 9Ê ¾ Q Arnoldi ¬­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Arnoldi
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* Ú ÿ Î 7 Arnoldi * Ú¾ zu ê ¡ ¬ #$Q
V1 = [v1, · · · , vb], V1 ∈ R
N×b (3)
 ½ Ø   Q Krylov ¦§¨
KbM (A, V1) = span{V1, AV1, A
2V1, · · · , A
M−1V1}. (4)
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(1) ³´ N × b ßà V1.


























R ·Ú 1.2.1 ¿ M ¹ Q Arnoldi Iï £¤ ×
AVMb = VMbHMb + FM E
T
Mb,M . (5)



































b ßà ¸ Hj+1,j ðw « ßà7ê
VMb = [V1, · · · , VM ] ∈ R
N×Mb, Vi ∈ R
N×b, i = 1, · · · , M,
¾5 Ö  Q
Krylov ¦§¨ (4) ¾+ Ö ÄÅ  ê®­¯ Hj+1,j µ° ¸ È V1 , · · · , VMû ê FM = VM+1HM+1,M  6 ± µ¶ V TMbFM = 0.
IMb = [EMb,1, EMb,2, · · · , EMb,M−1, EMb,M ]

Mb × Mb Î M ßà ¸ EMb ∈ RMb×b R IMb ¾ À b  Ö  ê£ Ç ¥ C j ¹²³  ¸ Fj °´ ( |  µ° ),  ¯ » [3]  ñ7¾µ * ì ê Ó
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